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The Language Data Commons of Australia (LDaCA) and Australian Text Analytics Platform (ATAP) projects received investment 
(https://doi.org/10.47486/DP768 and https://doi.org/10.47486/PL074) from the Australian Research Data Commons (ARDC). The ARDC 

is funded by the National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS).

ARC LIEF LE210100013 (2021-2024) Nyingarn: a platform for primary sources in Australian Indigenous languages

https://doi.org/10.47486/DP768
https://doi.org/10.47486/PL074


With thanks for their contribu1on:

Partner 
Ins1tu1ons:



Pacific and Regional Archive for 
Digital Sources in Endangered 
Cultures (PARADISEC)

● Established 2003
● Researchers concerned to digitise, preserve, and make accessible recordings in the 

many languages of the region around Australia
● No other agency taking responsibility for these recordings so they were at risk of loss
● Catalog exposes the existence of these recordings, 38,000 items in 690 collections
● Currently represent 1,350 languages, in 205 terabytes, with over 16,000 hours of audio 

recordings, 3,000 hours of video
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Here the mechanism is to use the ‘magic’ name 
METS.xml to store some extra metadata – with a fully 
linked-data system this kind of thing is not needed



Using this core layer gives you interoperability with 
generic tools and general purpose “Who What Where” 
metadata



Using a domain specific profile extends the core RO-
Crate for a specific type of data – eg language data, 
computational workflows or “cultural collections” 
(You can use more than one profile)









This is an RO-Crate Object 
which is stored as an OCFL 
Object









S3-Style Object store

Plain Old File Store





Ok but how 
does the data 
get there?





{

"@id": "https://github.com/Language-Research-Technology/corpus-tools-ro-crate",

"@type": "SoftwareSourceCode",

"name": "https://github.com/Language-Research-Technology/corpus-tools-ro-crate",

"description": "Converts an RO-Crate to an LDaCA OCFL collection as long as the crate has repository Objects and Collections 

that are members of a RepositoryCollection in the root dataset",

"programmingLanguage": {

"@id": "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Node.js"

}

},

{

"@id": "#provenance",

"name": "Created RO-Crate using corpus-tools-ro-crate",

"@type": "CreateAction",

"instrument": {

"@id": "https://github.com/Language-Research-Technology/corpus-tools-ro-crate"

},

"result": {

"@id": "ro-crate-metadata.json"

}

}

The act of creation of this 
metadata is documented
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Want to join us? Your project 
here?  Get in touch…


